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G: This is George Roth and Bob McKersie interviewing Jake Jacoby on March 26, 
2012, in E62, the new Sloan School of Management building. We’re here to gather your 
recollections. When did you start going by the name “Jake”? 
 
J: In high school people called me Hank. I went to college and pledged a fraternity, 
and they already had a Hank. So I picked up the nickname Jake from Jacoby, which also is my 
father’s nickname. So it goes all the way back to freshman in college. Now it’s universal. 
 
G: Why don’t we start with college and your interests and how those eventually led 
you to coming here to MIT? 
 
J: I was a mechanical engineer at the University of Texas. I was an ROTC student, 
commissioned into the Civil Engineering Corps of the Navy, and stationed in San Francisco. For 
the years that I was in the Navy, I was a Deputy Assistant Public Works Officer of a Naval 
Station there.  
 When I got out of the Navy there was some backing-and-forthing about what I 
would do. Would I go back? One of my previous professors wanted me to come back and join 
him in creating a company that makes equipment he had invented.  
 
G: What year was this? 
 
J: 1959. I graduated in 1957, so this is 1959, after two years in the Navy. Did I want 
to do that? Or did I go to do something international. I couldn’t make a decision. Back and forth. 
He finally said, “Oh, to hell with you,” and he hired somebody else.  
 As a result, I went to work for an engineering consulting firm run by an admiral, 
who was somebody I had known in the Navy. I went to work as an engineer in in San Francisco, 
for the Tudor Engineering Company. Ralph Tudor had been chief design engineer on the SF Bay 
Bridge. That’s where that firm came from. I worked for that firm for two years. 
 
B: Maybe we need to have that name a little clearer. 
 
J: Tudor. I’m a product of the early Kennedy years. Kennedy came into the Cow 
Palace and talked about saving Latin America, and the Peace Corps, and I got caught up in all 
that. As a worker in this engineering firm, I got involved in early computer work doing analysis 
of electric power systems using a Bendix G15-D computer with 600 vacuum tubes and tape 
output. I did economic analysis of power systems with this computer, analyzing how much you 
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could sell hydroelectric power for to PG&E.  
 I got all fired up about going back to school because it was time to go out and 
save the world. I applied and was admitted to various places: Harvard Business School, a 
University of Texas program, and to another program at Harvard. There was a program at 
Harvard with a Masters in Public Administration. I wanted to do one year of work and go back 
and be an engineer economist. I took that program.  
 That program ultimately mutated into the Kennedy School. But at that time it was 
headquartered in the Littauer Center, and it was run by a group from faculty in different 
departments. There was nobody appointed directly in the Program. I came back to Harvard, to 
that program in Public Administration.  
 I had not been at Harvard three months when I realized I was in the wrong 
program. What I really wanted to do was study economics. I was able to get into the Economics 
Department, which is another long story. I ended up finishing orals in Economics, and in 1963 
went off to work in economic development in Latin America. I worked in water resources, 
working with an economic advisory group there.  
 I was a training associate with the Ford Foundation, but seconded to two 
economic advisory teams of the Harvard Development Advisory Service, which were in 
Argentina. I was working on a thesis and working with this team as a junior person. I came back 
in 1965 with my draft of my thesis. I thought I was done. But I wasn’t done. I end up finishing in 
1967.  
 I soon was working with a research activity then called the Harvard Water 
Program—an interaction of people in political science, economics, and civil engineering—
working on analysis of water resource systems. So that began what I’ve done all my whole 
career. I’m a one trick dog: working with interdisciplinary programs with economics, 
engineering and science.  
 First of all, I became an instructor, and then an assistant professor in the 
Economics Department at Harvard, and served as director of the Water Program, which was then 
a continuing research program at Harvard. Later it changed names to the Environmental Systems 
Program. But it maintained as an interdisciplinary program, which I was the director of, but as a 
junior faculty member. I was an assistant professor in the Economics Department but I wasn’t 
really on the tenure track. They had appointed me, but I was not headed on a real career track 
there. I went into the job market. I’m going to tell a story. You’ll have to help me with the name. 
I went into the job market and might have gone various places. There was a person at Harvard 
who was the great old labor economist at Harvard. 
 
G: John Dunlop? 
 
J: John Dunlop. They were going to create a new program. They had just formed the 
Kennedy School. This was 1969, 1970, something like that. Kennedy had been assassinated. 
They’d created the Kennedy School. They were creating a new program in the Kennedy School 
called the Public Policy Program. There was a job for an economist in that program. They were 
going to hire a junior economist. They had senior and junior people in each of four areas. In the 
economics area, Tom Schelling was the senior. They were going to hire a junior person, and I 
thought, “God, what a job. I want that job.” Dunlop was in charge of that recruitment process. So 
I was going to over to tell him I wanted to apply for the job. I was walking across the yard to talk 
to him in his office, and I ran into a colleague, a labor economist who was a student of his. He 
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says, “What are you doing?” 
 “I’m going to see John. I’m going to ask him about this job.” 
 He said, “Don’t do that. He’s a labor negotiator. Don’t tell him you’d like to have 
the job. You want the job? Go in and tell him that’s your job [slams fist on table]. You want that 
job.” 
 I did that. I went into his office and he said, “Well, what do you want.” 
 I said, “You’ve got a job, and I want that job.” 
 He leaned back in his chair and smiled. It was very funny. It was just perfect. 
Ultimately, I did get the job, and I was in the Kennedy School for four years. I was appointed as 
an Associate Professor without tenure, and I taught jointly with Tom Schelling – the Tom 
Schelling. 
 
B: Nobel Prize winner. 
 
J: Nobel Prize winner. I learned more from him than from anyone else in my career.  
But when it came to the tenure process, I didn’t get tenure at Harvard. I went back into the job 
market in 1972-73.  
 
 The search led to an appointment at MIT, in the Sloan School. I went from being 
denied tenure at Harvard to a Full Professor position in the School, hired by Bill Pounds and Abe 
Siegel. My case had been badly handled at Harvard. I had been badly advised. That’s my view of 
it, now, anyway. I always loved Abe Siegel for his directness. The way he handled me as a 
candidate – always telling me exactly where I was, always being straight about what the risks 
were, what the odds were. Ultimately I was hired here as a full professor with tenure. So that’s 
the history of how I got here. 
 
B: Because we had the team of Bill Pounds as Dean and Abe as Associate Dean. 
They were the two leaders of the school.  
 
J: I had three choices at that time. I was in the Kennedy School at Harvard, and I 
was teaching in its Public Policy program, this new, two-year Master’s program. When it came 
down to it, I could have gone to the University of Minnesota or I could have gone to Duke. Both 
of those schools were in the process of building public policy programs. So those are the two 
options I had at the time. Either one of them would have been fine. It would have been a great 
career in either place. 
 
B: What attracted you to Sloan? As you thought about Sloan, what stood out as a 
reason for coming here? 
 
J: At the time I don’t know that I knew a lot about Sloan. I’d been in Cambridge for 
a long time. It was MIT. I was working in energy and environmental issues. This was a place to 
do that. I was very much attracted to MIT itself. It was MIT in relation to those other places. 
What I thought I was coming into at Sloan – and I’ll say another word about this – it was 
attractive. What Sloan was then doing was attractive to me, given the path that I had come. 
 I’m an odd bird in Sloan. I’ve always felt that I’m a little bit of an odd bird in that 
I came to Sloan at a time when two things were true about the School – or rather one thing about 
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the School, and one thing about MIT. First of all, when I came here, Sloan was a school of 
management. It saw itself as concerned – if not equally, at least almost equally – between 
corporate management and public management and non-profit management. And so there was a 
big interest in further building the work on public management, to the point when I first came 
here, I was involved in some early discussions about attempts they might make to hire political 
scientists to work in the public management kind of stuff. Sloan has now got those people. This 
is now 40 years later. There was some discussion doing that. That didn’t come off then for other 
reasons, but there was a notion that this was a mix of public management/private management, 
which was attractive.  
 At the time, also, there were some energy problems in the country, and they were 
forming an MIT Energy Laboratory. So there was an interest somebody to come in who knew 
something about energy, and was interested in working on energy, and could form a link between 
the School and things that were going on in the Engineering School. And that was attractive 
because I had worked on energy, and I had worked on water pollution and air pollution at 
Harvard. So I would be working on various kinds of environmental and resource problems, 
which is what I’ve done my whole career. That’s why it was attractive to come here.  
 I came in and I was automatically in a position of being a connection between the 
Sloan School and the Energy Laboratory, which are the engineers. And in my 39 years here I 
have never been full-time teaching. I’ve always had part of my time paid for by various kinds of 
grants and activities in the Energy Laboratory, the Center for Energy and Environmental Policy 
Research, the Joint Program on Science and Policy of Global Change.  In my whole time I’ve 
been at this boundary between the School, the Economics Department, the Energy Lab and the 
Engineering School, and on the climate side, more in the last 20 years with the Science School.  
 I’ve never felt myself to be heart and soul devoted to Sloan, in that sense, 
although I’ve taught all the courses and played all the roles. But that was my view of this. I’ve 
always been a bit of an odd bird. I came in at a time when the School’s self-image was of 
management as a discipline that applied across different types of activities. The School was more 
“arts and sciencey” than it is now. It was more different from the other business schools than it is 
now. There was a great history here of people in the work with NASA (Tom Allen, and all that 
group) and the long history with hospital management and such. These were NGO and public 
management type connections.  
 Over time – maybe 20 years, the first 20 years – that changed. So the School as 
I’ve always seen it—driven by external pressures, the pressures of attracting students and 
attracting money and building its position at MIT—has gradually shifted from that view of being 
concerned overall with management to more with corporate management and entrepreneurship 
and things like that. The School moved away from the arts and sciences model to the MBA 
model.  
 The School, in the way it has understood itself and its relation to its students, 
shifted over time. In the early days there was more coherence between the strong research 
orientation of the faculty and the types of students we had, and the fact that students wrote theses 
and such. It was more arts and science in general. Over time that has changed.  
 I have been Professor without Tenure, Retired for eight years. So I’m not really in 
close contact with the day-to-day operations the way the School operates now. But that’s a 
process I saw over the years that I was here, with some stress along with the change. People felt 
like the research orientation with the School was lost when it went into the MBA mode, and 
programs were adjusted to compete with other schools that had a different approach to the 
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education of students. 
 
B: When you mentioned the arts and science model, is that implying disciplinary 
foundations? 
 
J: It involves more focus on the disciplines, on studying analytic methods and 
economics and various social sciences; the classes would involve more lecture and problem sets 
and activities, whereas the MBA method was more in the case-study mode. And it was an MS 
degree, not an MBA. We still allow students to do that. At that time there was no MBA in Sloan. 
Sloan was an MS program. It was probably an MS program earlier because it was at MIT. The 
MBA was more professional. MIT was more analytical. That did shift over time.  
 I really am not close enough to know how the faculty itself has adjusted with that 
shift. But certainly the way we teach, and what the faculty has to spend its time doing, has 
changed over time, I think driven by the market. 
 
B: When you arrived in the early 1970s, earlier you mentioned Bob Pindyck. Who 
were some of the other colleagues in economics within Sloan?  
 
J: When I came here, there was the Economics Department, and only a couple of 
people in Sloan who taught economics. The key person then was Paul MacAvoy. He was the big 
gun in Sloan economics. Pindyck may actually have been a student if MacAvoy’s. About the 
same time that I arrived, Pindyck came in. Of course, there were always the finance people: Stew 
Meyers, Franco Modigliani, Bob Merton and others. There were other economists in Sloan, but I 
don’t remember who all they were. There weren’t very many. And it was not organized the way it 
is now.  
 Given the kind of work I had done at Harvard and my background, when I came 
to the School they gave me a choice. “You can sit where you want. If you want to go sit with 
economists, you can go sit with the economists.” But Applied Economics, Finance, and 
Accounting was not then structured as it is now. “You can go sit with them. Or you can go sit 
with the analytical people.” Management Science is what it’s called now, but it had a different 
name, then. Management Science is Operations Research, Operations Management, that group. 
“You can sit with them, or you can sit with Economics.”  
 I chose the management science group, and for the first 10 or 15 years I sat in the 
third floor of E53. I shared an office with John Donovan. I had the corner office in E53. I sat 
with that group, though I had a choice to sit with and know the economists, because I’d learn 
something else about the School.  
 But there was another reason. I had come out of a situation at Harvard where I 
was in an interdisciplinary situation in the Kennedy School. One thing that got in the way of 
tenure was, “It’s hard to grow flowers underneath tall oaks.” It was the Economics Department, I 
think, that got in the way of Kennedy School appointment. And I was a little concerned about 
going into a group – even as a full professor – and sitting so close to the Economics Department. 
I thought, “Well, I’ll just go sit with other people.” So I spent 10 or 15 years actually over there, 
though I didn’t teach their courses.  
 At one stage – I don’t remember exactly when it was – they remodeled E52, and 
they redid the 4th floor where the Sloan economists were located. And the choice came again, 
“Do you want to move?” So at that time, I said, “Yes. I would like to move back.” It was 
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becoming more structured. There were more people. It was more of an operation. They were 
joining Applied Economics, Finance, and Accounting together. So I moved back into E52, into 
that group, probably after about 10 years. 
 
G: On the third floor, there? 
 
J: On the fourth floor. So I was in that group, and – since you’re collecting lore – the 
question was, you have all these people—Finance, Accounting, and Applied Economics; I forgot 
how many there were, there would be 20 people or something by then—and they had these new 
offices they had just redone. So how are you going to allocate the offices? You’d think, with 
economists, we’ll have an auction, right? The way they did it was they drew straws. But they 
didn’t draw straws all together. They drew straws in groups. First Franco Modigliani with just 
one straw. Franco could draw a straw and choose his office. And then the full professors got to 
draw straws, and then the associate professors got to draw straws, and then the assistant 
professors got to draw straws. It’s a very behavior policy and strategy kind of approach to these 
things. So I moved over here. I forget exactly when that was. Sometime in the 1980s.  
 
B: One of the interesting issues Eli Shapiro talked about was who should be teaching 
economics. And when he started as Associate Dean for the Sloan School back in the early 1950s, 
he insisted that all of the courses in the Sloan School that were economics be taught by people 
from the Economics Department. And to this day, we run into Sloan Fellows who took 
Economics from Paul Samuelson, for example. By the time you got here, that obviously had 
evolved, right? 
 
J: Yes. We were beginning to teach courses in industrial organization. MacAvoy 
taught a course. He was not in the Economics Department. Pindyck has taught in those areas. 
Later we brought in some people who taught Macro. But that grew up over time. I don’t 
remember that details, but at some point the Sloan people were teaching all the courses.  
 The issue that I remember had to do with the PhD program. Is Sloan going to 
have a PhD program in Economics? And we did. Sloan would admit people into a PhD. And we 
had some great people that came through that program. But we didn’t have the fundamental 
economics courses for them. So they had to take the Economics Department versions –  14.121, 
14.122, etc. After a while, the Economics Department said, “What is this? You’re using us, and 
taking students.” That was all stopped. Finance has always been in Sloan and somehow joint 
with the Economics Department, but many years ago we stopped offering an economics PhD 
program with Sloan’s name on it. I don’t think that’s come back.  
 But that was what was going on. The hiring of Pindyck was probably part of that 
building process. At various times we had appointed people who were joint between Sloan and 
Economics. So Schmalensee came in as a joint appointment. 
 
B: And Franco probably was, too. 
 
J: Franco was Franco. I don’t know what Franco was because Finance had always 
been mainly in the Sloan School. How those appointments worked, I don’t know. 
 
B: In terms of how people got together intellectually, the faculty and PhD students, 
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there were workshop seminars that would bridge both Economics Department and things in the 
Sloan School. I know that’s always been the case in my area, where people from the Economics 
Department, and Labor, have always participated with people in Sloan. So there’s a crossover 
around research seminars. 
 
J: I don’t remember that early on. But certainly later there was the Industrial 
Organizations seminar, for example, joint between the two, because you have real strength in 
both departments. There are others in other parts of Economics where probably there’s some 
interaction. I’ve not participated in those, so I don’t know. But I don’t remember that interaction 
at the start. It was only when Sloan built up more strength, particularly in IO, where you had 
seminars that went across.  
 Then there were people who were jointly appointed in Sloan and Economics. 
There have been people who were jointly appointed, like Dick Schmalensee and I think Lester 
Thurow, who kept the Sloan connection, and others who dropped it. Nancy Rose was originally 
joint and after a while shifted to Economics. Paul Krugman, originally a joint appointment in 
Economics and Sloan. After one semester with the Senior Executives, he dropped his Sloan 
appointment and went into the Economics Department. Joskow was an Economics professor who 
took an appointment at Sloan because he was interested in IO-management issues. 
 
B: There’s always been a lot of permeability. Do you want to ask any questions about 
this period? I want to shift a little bit to something else. 
 
G: I have one question I wanted to go back to. When you had talked about the arts 
and science model and the shift, how did that affect you in terms of the students you worked 
with, particularly those whom you supervised for their MS degrees? Or were you involved in that 
way?  
 
J: Yes. You had students who had to write a thesis. The students came here knowing 
that the thesis had a research aspect to it. So you drew students who knew that, and maybe had a 
choice of a school that was going to be a case-study kind of MBA program where you didn’t 
write a thesis. So you had students who would then write theses for you. As a faculty member 
you learned from having students do theses, and they were engaged in the kind of work you were 
interested in. Over time, I’ve had some really great stuff done by Sloan students writing theses, 
either individual theses or sometimes they could apply for two people to work on a thesis 
together. With the shift away from that, then you’re just doing more classroom teaching of 
students. The students then were forced into more of a research-colleague kind of a role. They 
would propose a topic for a thesis, and you’d supervise them in the research, whereas in later 
years, you just teach them the course and give them the exam or give them the exercise and 
they’re done. They’re now not so interested in research issues. They’re not interested in that kind 
of work. So the faculty research is not so closely tied to the students.  
 I don’t know how much creative interaction there was between the research 
interests of other faculty and their MS students because a lot of people just dealt with it more at 
arm’s length, and there were a lot of people to grind through the thesis system. In my own 
experience, I can name people who are out there now, running things, doing things, who wrote 
theses for me. There’s the Brattle Group, which is run by two people who wrote a joint thesis for 
me on an energy topic. They went off and started an energy consulting firm. That’s an example. 
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I’m sure that if you ask other people who taught at that time you’d have the same experience. 
 
B: I want to pick up on the issue about the Sloan School standing vis-a-vis MIT. A 
whole question—and you’re in a great position to reflect on this, Jake, because you’ve had a leg 
outside of Sloan. You were chair of the faculty, which gave you another perspective on Sloan. I’d 
be interested in how you see the journey of this question as to whether Sloan is of MIT or just at 
MIT. Today we call ourselves MIT Sloan. So we’re trying, in a sense, to be very much an 
integral part of MIT. But there have been earlier periods where Sloan was seen as a separate 
school at the eastern end of the campus. I’d be interested in how you have seen this issue play 
out. 
 
J: In the earlier days, I think Sloan was an appendage on MIT, and probably not very 
highly respected in relation to Engineering and Science. They probably didn’t know much about 
Sloan. We taught some undergraduates, but mainly we taught the masters students. My 
impression is that we weren’t very closely tied to MIT.  
 In its early treaty, the School had a lot of financial flexibility in relation to the rest 
of the campus. So part of the tension, sometimes, was that Sloan had some money that was not 
totally under the control of the Provost. I was never the Dean; I was never in the Dean’s office. 
But you get waves of anxiety about this as people dealt with this question of Sloan having some 
additional flexibility.  
 Over time several things happened. I have the impression that over time that 
flexibility was somewhat lost, financially. But also, a couple of other things happened. As they 
began to rank business schools, and Sloan ended up showing up in the top three or four over 
time, people at MIT took notice. We didn’t know quite where we were within MIT then; maybe 
there was not that much respect for the School. But when it turned out that it was Harvard and 
Wharton and Northwestern and MIT and Stanford, and we were battling for being in the 
system—and occasionally we got rated pretty high in that crowd—people began to notice. I think 
that helped a lot with the central administration.  
 We’d always been branded as techie by the outside world. We were MIT. We only 
accepted students who could do calculus. And people uncomfortable with math didn’t apply here, 
didn’t want that. And we had a reputation. At some stage – I don’t know if we ever fought 
against it – but I think at some stage – and I guess I’d date this from Glen Urban, but maybe it 
was Lester, but somewhere in that period – we began to say we should embrace that reputation. 
We should tie ourselves more tightly to MIT and we should feed off the MIT reputation more by 
putting that name in front of our school and making it MIT Sloan. And then embrace things like 
entrepreneurship and technology. We should go for that. That was a strategic move. I can’t date 
it. But I think it’s Glen Urban. 
 
B: It was Glen. 
 
J: We embraced MIT. There were people in the School who wanted to do that, who 
wanted to go the entrepreneurial route and do that kind of thing. And I think it was smart. I think 
it’s been good. We established a niche for ourselves. We’re not like all the other business schools. 
And then some of these areas of technology and business creation and entrepreneurship and stuff 
has worked well, I think, given where we are. We admitted where we were and embraced it as a 
strategic move of the school. It didn’t have much to do with what I was doing, but that’s my 
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impression of what happened in the School.  
 
B: You’ve just alluded to entrepreneurship and innovation. What do they think is 
really distinctive about the Sloan School? What’s good about the Sloan School from the vantage 
point of MIT? 
 
J: I don’t know the answer to that. My impression is, the people I’ve dealt with in 
Engineering, they’re down in their labs, doing their stuff and working away. 
 
B: What about the central administration? When you were chair of the faculty and sat 
in on academic council…?. 
 
J: Yes. From 1989 to 1990 I was the chair of the faculty, so I had a lot of interaction 
with them. By that time, Sloan had been established as a stronger part of MIT, drawing more 
students, drawing more undergraduates, stronger in its international and national position. I think 
at that time it was treated as one of the five legs of the stool. We were not the Department of 
Electrical Engineering, which dominates things. But we were not viewed as being like 
Architecture and Urban Planning, which is small and not very potent. I think Sloan’s reputation 
was pretty good at that time. Sloan had produced a number of people who had taken leadership 
positions in the faculty and such. I never felt, as chair of the faculty, that I was coming out of any 
kind of less than fully respected part of the Institute. I never felt that – if that’s what you’re 
asking about. 
 
B: Not as much where we rank but what we’re, in a sense, seen as particularly good 
at. Certainly, entrepreneurship; probably innovation, where we might intersect with other parts of 
MIT and really create some synergy. 
 
J: One of the things people used to say and think many years ago was that students 
came to MIT for engineering and science. And when things got tough they shifted into 
management, the undergraduates.  They were dissatisfied, or what have you, they would move 
into management. The feeling was that management was the catcher for people who were not 
outstanding in science and engineering. I don’t know if that was ever true, but that’s the 
atmosphere that was around. But that was a very long time ago. Whether that’s true now or not I 
don’t know. 
 
B: That’s something the 100th anniversary will have to sidestep because I know the 
point. I studied engineering where there was a big undergraduate business school. We always had 
people leaving engineering to go over to the business school. We always looked down on 
undergraduate business, and I think that’s an issue that will come up with the 100th anniversary 
of Course 15. Who were these people who were taking Course 15? But that’s an aside. 
 
J: Yes. And it’s complicated because those are the people who take the management 
degree. So it’s an issue that’s out there. I don’t want to overplay it but that’s an issue that’s out 
there.  
 The other thing is you have engineers and scientists who come in, take the finance 
courses because they want to be entrepreneurs, because they want to know this stuff. So there’s 
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another side to this. 
 
B: This also is an aside. We had a January seminar a few years ago on financial 
engineering. The physicists showed up and loved it, all of this mathematics about share pricing 
and option pricing. God, they loved it, because it was math they could understand and also 
maybe apply to their own portfolio. 
 
J: Yes. MIT gets the reputation – properly, I think – of all this business creation, 
creativity, entrepreneurship, and such, and Sloan’s part of that process, and it’s recognized as 
being part of that process. That’s my impression. 
 
B: I’m going to shift again to the methodology of research centers. You alluded, 
before we got started here, about Ford. Ford wanted a very applied project, and we wanted more 
general funds. When Glen Urban was dean he set up a whole series of these centers where there 
were sponsoring companies. They’d put in $100,000, $200,000 and there’d be periodic seminars. 
When we met with Stu Meyers, and I asked Stu about the financial center he had to run, he said 
it was the biggest mistake Sloan ever made because of the expectations these companies had for 
work that wasn’t of interest to the faculty to do.  
 So what I’d like you to reflect on – cause it has an important bearing on where 
we’ve come from in Sloan and where we are today, and you’ve had a lot of experience with how 
to make research centers viable, both for the interests of the faculty, and MIT more generally, and 
also for the customer so that there’s continuing support for the center. And I think we’ve had 
some misfires in Sloan on this score. And maybe you’ve had some misfires. 
 
J: Only one, really, but we’ve done this a lot.  
 
B: What are some of the principles that make it work? 
 
J: I’m going to talk about what was originally an energy policy group that got 
formed here in 1973, 1974, and then it became known as the Center for Energy Policy Research. 
Then later it’s the Center for Energy and Environmental Policy Research, which it still is, and 
now it’s being directed by Dick Schmalensee.  
 Just a word on the organization: when that was formed, the Energy Laboratory 
had raised a good deal of money from industry. This was in the early energy problem days, 
1970s. So there was some money to be had there, and we wanted to create a group to work on 
energy policy. It was dominated by the economists, but there were political science and 
engineering involved in it. And in creating that group there was a concern that we didn’t want to 
be dominated by the engineers. So they created an organization that had three parents: the 
Economics Department, the Sloan School, and the Energy Laboratory. Even today, it’s still the 
Economics Department, the Sloan School, and the MIT Energy Initiative—the rough parentage, 
the loose oversight of the Center.  
 Over time, that program built up a whole set of sponsors at something like 
$35,000 a year, corporations. There were a number of NGOs that were part of that operation. 
This was in the energy crisis days, 1973, 1974. This group was pushing economic rationality – if 
I may be blunt about it – in policy about energy. So the model that was created by the Center for 
Energy and Environmental Policy Research was later adopted by the Joint Program on the 
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Science and Policy of Global Change, which is then dependent on the Center for Energy and 
Environmental Policy Research and the climate scientists, the Center for Global Change Science. 
We always went to firms and asked them to become associates or sponsors to support the work 
we’re doing, because this work needs to be done. And an independent source of analyses issues 
is something they ought to be willing to support.  
 Now we can come back to why they agreed to that. But we always asked for 
general support where we didn’t write a task statement; we didn’t write set of things we were 
going to do. Because they were not writing a research grant, they were giving a gift. And under 
the MIT rules, if they needed a piece of paper about the agreement, the gift statement has to be 
very, very general saying we’ll give an annual report or something like that. And so the success 
of the Center and the Joint Program is that we asked for support of the work we were doing and 
we consulted with them about what we were doing. We had meetings, we talked to them about it, 
but we were not taking on any specific task for them. That’s the general rule.  
 We now have 42 sponsors of the Joint Program from the US, Europe, Japan, 
Mexico, and Brazil. We have 42 sponsors. And with a couple of exceptions I’ll mention, that’s 
the way it is, now. So the program in funded in part by industrial sponsors who essentially 
support the program. And the key to success is to be doing work that they’re interested in. It’s not 
“let me tell you what to do”, but to look for that intersection of mutual interest. I think the key is 
that we were interested in things they were interested in. Occasionally, people would come to us 
and say, “This is really an important issue”, and if it was something our gang was interested in 
doing, we would do it. That was the key. We did not in general promise particular tasks. 
 There have been some sponsors that require a task statement. So the Electric 
Power Institute has a task statement, but it’s very general. Tokyo Electric Power Company was 
different. They wanted us to do particular things. And we agreed to do particular things. So there 
have been a couple of cases where we had to negotiate things we would do, we would do a 
particular piece of work.  
 And occasionally people would come to us and said, “We’d like to do this 
particular piece of work with your analytical apparatus.” We’ve said, “Why don’t you send 
somebody here to work with us, to do that with us?” And we have done that. We’ve taken their 
resources and done things. So in two or three cases we’ve taken on specific tasks. But in general, 
they don’t ask. They leave us alone.  
 Now, we have lost some sponsors. We tend to lose sponsors from bankruptcy and 
merger and acquisition. Occasionally, sometimes the people you knew drift away, and so you 
lose contact there. Occasionally people have said, “We find that what you’re doing is not what 
we were interested in,” and then they go away. But we’ve lost very few that way.  
 The one big problem we had was that we had Saudi Aramco as a sponsor, which 
wanted us to do some special work to show the effects of the Kyoto Agreement on the Gulf 
countries. We had done some general work in that area, but they wanted a specific piece of work. 
What they wanted was work to justify their negotiating position. We said, “No. We’re not a 
consulting firm. No, we won’t do that.” They huffed and puffed, and finally went away.  
 That was specifically a case where they wanted something we didn’t want to do 
because we didn’t want to be so close to their negotiating position and we didn’t want to be in a 
consulting-firm type relationship. So in general we haven’t done that.  
 But when somebody’s come to us and said – let me give you a specific example. 
Total came, and they said, “Your model does all these great things, but it doesn’t do very well 
with the breakdown of the barrel of the various products you make from oil and understanding 
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what might happen in Europe with different kinds of policies and different countries and stuff. 
We’d like to see you break that model down. Would you do that?” And they actually sent 
somebody to help us with it, and we did that at their request. Shell has asked us to do work 
comparing the Shell scenario to other people’s scenarios. We did that. So we’ve done it 
occasionally. But it’s not the kind of problem you’ve talked about. With 42 sponsors, in general 
people are happy to support what we’re doing. 
 
B: Yeah, large numbers helps. And George, you’ve been down this road, so I don’t 
know if you have anything else you want to pursue on this subject. 
 
J: Let’s take an example that you know. We had a contact with the American 
Automobile Manufacturers Association. That’s how we got in contact with Ford first. We got in 
contact with the AAMA. There were three companies, and they gave us a certain amount of 
money. They divided it up by market shares between the three companies, and supported us for a 
long time. When the AAMA broke up over import problems and such, each of those firms 
continued to support us separately. We met with them and we’ve talked to them. We’ve done 
stuff they were interested in, but we have never done a specific piece of work for Ford. And what 
I said earlier in this conversation is that the person running that Ford thing, now, wants us to do 
something for Ford, and he wants us to make a proposal for some particular piece of work we’ll 
do. And what I said earlier is, “We don’t want to do that.” We don’t want to propose a consulting 
project. We want to stick in the general research mode. And we’ve gotten away with that. 
 
G: With Ford in particular, we had the same problem with the International Motor 
Vehicle program and other things that a big company’s sponsored, and participated in as one of a 
number. And I think that what happened was by this idea of having alliance, they felt like, “Well, 
now we can allocate our money to specific projects more clearly.” And the specific person you’re 
talking about at Ford also does this with other universities.  
 
J: And that’s the model of the MIT Energy Initiative. If somebody comes into the 
MIT Energy Initiative, if you become a big sponsor and you commit say $1,000,000 a year, then 
the deal is that a quarter of that money is carved off and can be used for administration and 
scholarships and various things that are run by the head of the place. For three-quarters of it, you 
can decide where you want it to be spent. ENI, the Italian company, wanted to spend that on 
solar. So they worked out a deal where that money goes into solar projects. How task-specific 
that is, I don’t know. But that’s a different model. That’s not our model. 
 
G: I think the general model is to avoid the thing of having faculty do things they 
don’t want to. They solicit proposals and then vote on the ones they like, and fund those. 
 
J: Ron Prinn, my co-director, and I went out and met with three US auto CEOs. 
They looked at us to see if we were nut cases. Were we going to do serious work? Could they 
trust us not to do something that’s going to embarrass them?  
 So the question, why do firms do this? There are various reasons. We do a lot of 
briefings. We supply some services to people who ask us to brief their boards and brief their 
employee groups. We do a lot of that. We create a network in our meetings for them, and among 
themselves and with policy-type people. They can phone and ask us questions. And they do 
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phone up. So our contact in a company will say, “We have a board member who says the 
following. Can you help me? Can you give me some stuff to deal with that?” And we deal with 
that as a service. It has not been burdensome. It’s part of the service we provide. We also benefit 
by being MIT. And firms want to show in their environment report they’re supporting people 
working on the environment, and they show that they’re supporting MIT. So it’s complicated.  
 I don’t know what the finance people got into but we have not had a big problem 
with that. When we didn’t want to do it, we didn’t do it, and they went away. We’ve never been 
so dependent on one source that we couldn’t stand that. 
 
B: I’ve seen, by contrast, when they set up a Financial Services Center, there were 
fewer companies, fewer sponsors. The price tag for each company was much higher. It was 
$100,000, $200,000. And the research agenda was not in place, so they got into the position of 
holding a meeting with the advisory group made up of representatives from the sponsoring 
companies who then said, “This is the kind of research we want to have done. We’ve given you 
folks the money.” So Stew’s got to find faculty to do it. 
 
J: That’s a bad plan. You can’t do that, no. But the other thing I should say is that 
over time, over the period – I’m speaking now about the Joint Program, – over time of that 
program, it’s been about 50/50 of this kind of money and peer reviewed grants out of the US 
government agencies. Right now we are about 40% federal, 60% industry, or 45/65. But we have 
support from about eight different government agencies that we go out and fight for. So it’s not 
the only money we have, either. So we’re not caught in that situation where we really can’t 
afford not to satisfy a particular customer. 
 
G: One of the things I’m curious about, having worked as a student here from the 
Management School and also having worked in some programs more associated with the 
Engineering School, is the differences in the kinds of research that faculty do, that their 
discipline accepts, and how does that relate to the sponsorship of these joint programs? Do you 
find it easier for Sloan people to attract funding to what they want to do? Or engineering people? 
How does it differ in terms of how projects get constructed and carried out, and the character of 
the schools of MIT play themselves out? 
 
J: A lot of the work that the kind of thing that MIT Energy Initiative is doing now is 
engineering work, which is fairly practical kind of stuff that they do, problem solving, particular 
kinds of problems, materials problems, design problems and the like.  
 I would say that we’ve been up and down in terms of the level of direct faculty 
involvement we’ve had. These programs, and in particular the Joint Program, has not been totally 
dependent on faculty people. We have a substantial staff component. Then we have faculty from 
Earth Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences, and the Engineering Systems Division, and such, that 
have been involved with us. Aero and Astro, people who are involved in projects involving 
grants and stuff together.  
 Out of Sloan, you essentially attract people to come in and work on the stuff 
they’re interested in, provide them with graduate students and such. But a lot of the work we do 
is long-term modeling work, and you’ve got to have staff people who’ll stay with it long term. 
We have a couple of people who are senior lecturers in the Sloan School, who are long term 
people. Then we have post-docs and some research scientists, which is a system you’re familiar 
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with. The key to this at MIT is to maintain enough faculty support so you don’t drift off and 
become too staff-intensive. That’s a continuing task and tension.  
 So just to look back at the history, there are various times in the Center for Energy 
Policy days when lots of people were involved in the faculty, Morry Adelman and Bob Pindyck 
and such. At one stage we needed more bodies. We needed people. We offered Sloan half the 
salary for Ernie Berndt for three years if they would bring him here. That’s how Ernie Berndt got 
here. Because he was an energy guy. That was now 30 years ago. There was a feeling in the 
broader energy kind of work we’re doing that we needed more support than we’re getting from 
people who were already in Sloan.  
 There was a commitment by Hockfield to do more in energy policy research and 
they raised some money. That’s how they hired the new professor in applied economics, Chris 
Knittel. That was engineered by the people trying to see to it that they continue to have a strong 
connection in Sloan and economics.  
 What’s hot in economics right now is not necessarily the kind of work we need to 
do on the energy and environmental stuff. So we have not had strong contact with the people in 
Economics. They tend to be more people in Sloan. One of the tensions of doing this kind of thing 
the way we’re doing it to maintain a strong enough contact in the faculty. We have to produce the 
work. Even though we’re deciding what to do, we have to produce the work.  
 
B: I have only one other topic area. It takes us back to your primary role as a faculty 
member teaching courses. You taught in the Senior Executive program. You alluded to that 
earlier. You also taught in the Sloan Fellows program. Did you teach economics in both our 
executive programs? 
 
J: Yes. Over time I have – among other things – taught the Sloan Fellows for about 
five years.  The summer course. I not only taught the seniors, but I was the chair of the Senior 
Executive Program for a long time. I was not the chair when it was dropped, but I was chair for a 
long time in the 1990s. And over times I’ve taught other stuff. When I first came here I taught a 
course in public policy, public economics for a while.  
 In the 1990s I tried – this is another story. I the 1990s I tried to teach a course on 
the environment. This is now18 years ago. And I tried to cast it in different ways. I tried to teach 
the role of the environment in corporate strategy, and work with some of the people in strategy to 
talk about what I might do. So I taught it in various ways to try to attract students into a course 
on that. It was offered as an applied economics course.  
 But it was also jointly recognized by the strategy people for a year or two. I would 
draw 15 to 25 students, and about only 5 of them would be Sloan students. I couldn’t draw Sloan 
students. The reason was – one of the reasons, maybe the course wasn’t that good – but one of 
the reasons was the students didn’t want to take that kind of course. I once went to one of the 
lunches they have with recruiters. There were three of four recruiters in the room. And I asked 
the recruiters, “Anybody in your firm ever interested in people who’ve taken anything on the 
environment?”  They were speechless. The students perceived that firms would shy away from 
someone who apparently had an interest in environment. And in the same firm, the CEO was out 
making great speeches. And you asked the recruiter, “Does the CEO, or your vice-president for 
wherever you’re under, does he ever say anything or have any interest in anything having to do 
with the environment?” And the answer is, “No.” There was no filter down. It was all PR at the 
top. So I gave that up.  
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 But I did teach Sloan masters students. I taught 15.010 for many years. I also 
taught undergraduates one year. 
 
B: You talked about students shying away. When I was in the Dean’s Office, a lot of 
the faculty in Economics shied away from teaching our executive programs, as you know. And 
this gets to an issue for a professional school. For the summer stint – I should remember his 
name, now. He followed you in teaching economics. He’s from Israel. He came for many, many 
years because we could never find an economist who was willing to teach the Sloan Fellows. 
Now, whether it was the summer, or whether it was just … 
 
J: I took it over from Lester Thurow, who was willing to do it. 
 
B: So it’s a big issue for a professional school where people somehow are so deep in 
their discipline, or maybe they don’t know how to mix it up with executives. You mentioned a 
few minutes back about Paul Krugman, the senior executive program. So we can talk about the 
challenge, but from the dean’s office there’s always a need for more Jake Jacobys. And you just 
can’t be teaching a core course always with visitors. Schlomo. 
 
J: Schlomo Maital. There’s another fellow who taught these courses who is a well-
known economics consultant in this area.  
 Sloan Fellows, of course, you had to teach in the summer, which was part of the 
problem, there. But the old joke I remember from those days about the teaching is if you teach 
undergraduates, or maybe even the Masters students, they say, “Tell me what I need to know.” If 
you teach the PhD students, they say, “Tell me how to be like you.” And if you teach the 
Executive Programs, they say, “What do you know that’s of any use to me?”  
 So I think it’s hard for the people who are in this arts and sciences mode—and 
Sloan has certainly tried to train people to do this and hire people from Harvard—teaching those 
people is a challenge. It’s not that there aren’t things that they need to learn if you could teach 
them. But somehow, the way you do that with them is different. People who are in this other 
mode, the arts and sciences mode, everybody’s not good at that and they don’t like it.  
 So some people, as you know, are quite good at that, and others aren’t. I almost 
feel like I want to give an Ed Schein speech. There are people who are attracted to jobs they 
know how to do. And there are those that know how to do that job very well. The worst example 
of this was Paul Krugman. Krugman is brilliant. But Krugman had a personality that set 50 
senior executives off in about five minutes. They were not willing to sit and listen to him, and 
they let him know that. You were in the Dean’s Office. It’s a problem the school continues to 
work with. As head of the Senior Executives program, we were dealing with that. But the Senior 
Executives program seemed to be, in general, able to find the people in the school who could do 
that, and didn’t mind doing it, and were good at it. And they’re interesting people, if you know 
how to work with them. 
 
B: So, George, are there other areas we should be covering, or other things that we 
should be asking in terms of Jake’s career at Sloan/MIT? 
 
J: One thing that may be worth recording is the “luxurious” life that MIT has 
allowed me since I retired from MIT. It may be worth mentioning that in the sense that I reached 
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age 65 and I thought, “Well, I ought to do something different.” I forget what was going on at the 
time, but the Dean’s Office asked me, “Would you delay a year? Please don’t do it now. Wait a 
year.” So I waited a year, and then I retired from regular teaching.  
 But I wanted to continue to work on the climate stuff. This is now eight years ago. 
We were running a big program. We continue running a program at $6-7 million a year. So they 
can afford to hire me part time. I was the director of that until 2010. So I went part-time 
Professor without Tenure, Retired, and continue to work. Until 2010 I also taught a climate 
course. I was teaching the interdisciplinary course on that. So I’ve continued to work. I continued 
to direct the Joint Program. Now, I’m not directing it but I continue to be involved in helping to 
supervise the work, as Professor without Tenure, Retired. So that system at MIT, and the 
willingness of the Sloan School to tolerate this position, it’s an unusually favorable circumstance 
in a university to be able to work in this kind of status. I’ve been very appreciative of it. I’m 
running up against another decision about what to do, but thus far the relationship has worked 
well, and I think we’ve done good stuff. It is a good status. And, well, I’m talking to one who’s 
sitting here. 
 
B: Well, I’m in a different category.  
 
J: What are you? 
 
B: I took the special incentive. 
 
J: Oh, you took the special package. You can’t do that. But I can be paid part time. 
It’s just a matter of negotiation. I have to go back and talk to the Dean’s Office and say, “OK, I’d 
like to do this. Do you think that you’d be willing to do that?” But that’s been the kind of 
negotiation that’s gone on each year. It’s been somewhat favorable for me because I wrote the 
rules. I was chair of the committee that rewrote the rules for all this.  
 After the package Bob took – which was in ancient history, ‘96 – things were left 
in a mess in terms of the definition of what was a lecturer? What was a professor without tenure? 
What was emeritus and stuff? So that all had to be cleaned up. I happened to be chairman of the 
committee that cleaned that up. It’s been possible for me to go into the Dean’s Office and say, 
“Here’s the letter I want you to send me.” I go in and talk to the dean about it and say, “This is 
what I’d like to do.” The rule at MIT is that this status should be “normally” – which is the key 
word that MIT runs on – normally not more than five years. Well, they may say no. But thus far 
they’ve said yes. 
 
B: It’s not going to be long before you will have been here 50 years. 
 
J: No. 40 years. 
 
B: Am I off?  You came in 1973. That’s still an important marker. 
 
J: I’ve essentially done the same thing in different fashions my whole career on 
energy, environment, resources, climate, working between Sloan and the other parts of the 
institute. 
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B: That’s why this interview’s been so fascinating because you’re not just here in 
Sloan, but right from the beginning you’ve had – as they say, anchor to windward. If you’re 
around a Navy man you know what that means. 
 
J: Yes. Exactly. 
 
G: You’re sitting on the boundary in some sense.  
 For my closing question: as you look back across those nearly 40 years, maybe 
not in your area but in the broader areas of the school (and I think this relates to some of the stuff 
that the Dean’s Office is interested in), what do you see as some of the highs for MIT during that 
time? There are so many things. And not particularly MIT; I mean the Sloan School in particular. 
I know what they are in the BPS area, but I know less about what they have been in Economics, 
Finance, or Applied Economics. And maybe you’re a little bit closer to that.   
 
J: Maybe not, but if you think about over the whole period, and where we’ve 
intersected with the Economics Department with all these joint people and joint supervision of 
students and such, but certainly in the development of modern finance, MIT’s been a big place. 
The Nobel Prizes weren’t awarded here, but the work was done here. I think Sloan deserves a lot 
of credit for that, maybe some of the blame, too.  
 And we still have, in the Finance area; we still have extremely visible 
international people. Andy Lo is out there all the time. Really good people. And in international 
business, Simon Johnson. I think finance and international business kinds of things, that’s a big 
thing. In the general area of industrial organization applied to energy and resource kinds of 
questions, you know that Ernie Berndt drifted off into healthcare. But certainly the kinds of 
things that Joskow and Schmalensee and Nancy Rose and Bob Pindyck have done; this has been 
a powerhouse of people. They left their mark in this area, and continue to do that.  
 Dick just co-chaired the Grid Study run by MIT, and he and I are participating in 
an MIT Solar Study. The Grid Study had the advantage of the electrical engineers, but it had 
Nancy and Dick as major players, and myself. So we brought this kind of industrial organization 
economics into studies of markets and stuff. Of the part that I see, that’s been a real contribution 
over time. 
 
B: Are there others who are likely to step into your role as this connector between 
Sloan? 
 
J: This is a continuing question about how this is going to happen. In the Joint 
Program, when I stepped down as co-director, the person who became the economic co-director 
is John Riley, who is a senior lecturer in the Sloan School, which is a special position. He’s 
fantastic, a brilliant and effective fellow. But he’s not a regular tenured faculty member in the 
School. So that doesn’t quite make the connection we want in the School. And Schmalensee is 
continuing on. But he’s probably going to retire and go Professor without Tenure, Retired, or 
something like that, soon. So we’re going to lose him.  
 Another person connected is Michael Greenstone. Michael tends to be more 
driven in the way that most Economic Department people are about their own stuff. And he’s 
also involved with a project in Washington.  And then there is Chris Knittel, who is relatively 
new. 
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 So there is a continuing discussion about how we will maintain a strong faculty 
connection. As far as somebody who will do what I did, I don’t think so. Once again, I was an 
odd bird. I don’t think so.  
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